Abstract

There is continued debate as to the potential role of electromagnetic fields (EMF) in their various forms as adjunctive treatments for soft tissue wound healing. In this chapter the most current facts and viewpoints are brought together with the central theme of characterizing electromagnetic connections in soft tissue wound healing. To accomplish this various rationales for such connections are introduced specifically in relationship to wound healing. As further background the major wound healing processes are described with some emphasis on the concept of stalled healing of wounds and possible EMF connections. Thereafter specific major soft tissue wounds such as venous, ischemic, diabetic and pressure ulcers are presented. For each wound type the potential efficacy of EMF therapy is critically examined and discussed. The chapter concludes with a critical examination of possible cellular and functional targets for EMF therapy as they relate to wound healing. These include cells involved in wound healing such as endothelial, keratinocytes, fibroblasts, leukocytes and macrophages and important healing processes such as blood flow augmentation and edema reduction.
1 Introduction

This chapter deals with connections between wound healing and electromagnetic fields in the form of electrotherapy with electrodes (ET) or non-contact excitation (EMF). Either form is here referred to as EMFT. Despite evidence of such connections no mechanism can as yet account for such reported effects. A broad concept underlying EMFT in relation to soft tissue healing is that applied fields and currents beneficially affect functional aspects of cells and processes involved in tissue repair. Because standard treatments exist to deal with “typical” and uncomplicated wounds, EMFT is often reserved to treat wounds or ulcers that are chronic, non- or slow-healing, or recalcitrant to standard therapy.

One rationale for EMFT use for soft tissue healing initially derived from its efficacy in bone healing. Subsequent extensions to soft tissue healing have evolved with their own plausible rationales related to the body's natural bioelectric system (Becker, 1972, Nordenstrom, 1992) and from early observed relationships between electrical events and wound repair (Burr et al., 1938) and naturally occurring 10 µA current loops measured in human legs (Grimnes, 1984). Adding to these considerations is the fact that cellular function is largely determined by membrane electrical processes. A dermal wound will interrupt the normal epithelial cell potentials at the injury site causing an injury related electric field and associated injury currents that are postulated to play an important role in the healing process (Barker et al., 1982, Foulds and Barker, 1983). The injury currents and associated electric fields arise because of disruption of the normal trans-epidermal potential (TEP) that is maintained by Na⁺ and Cl⁻ ion fluxes through their associated channels. In unbroken skin this results in a TEP between stratum corneum (SC) and the basal layer of the epidermis of 20-50 mv with the SC relatively negative (Barker et al., 1982). When a wound is present the TEP drives currents through the low electrical resistance of
the wound causing a lateral electric field (Nuccitelli, 2003) the magnitude of which decreases as
the wound heals and which is smaller with advancing age (Nuccitelli et al., 2008, Nuccitelli et
al., 2011). The injury current is reported as less than 1 mA with a lateral electric field of near
200 mv/mm at the wound site that reduces to zero at about 2 cm from the wound (Jaffe and
Vanable, 1984). The injury current has been measured to be up to 22 nA/cm² at tips of
accidentally amputated fingers in children (Illingworth and Barker, 1980). Because cells
involved in healing are electrically charged the endogenous bioelectricity facilitates cells to
migrate to the wound (Vanable, 1989) to help the healing process.

EMFT may interact directly with wound currents or with related signal transduction
processes (Lee et al., 1993), thereby re-stimulating retarded or arrested healing. Alternately, we
argue that EMFT may mimic one or more intrinsic bioelectric effects and help trigger renewed
healing. Accelerated healing by direct currents (200-800 µA) may be due to such a process
(Carley and Wainapel, 1985). There is more recent evidence to support the notion that applied
low intensity currents in the range of the injury current can enhance wound healing
(Balakatounis and Angoules, 2008). Another example may be that in which low level currents
of about 40 µA delivered via wearable devices reduced periwound edema from an initial depth
of 1.6 mm to about 0.6 mm after 10 days of treatment (Young et al., 2011) however additional
research in this area is needed. Reported benefits of EMFT on cellular and other processes
involved in wound repair are manifold and include edema reduction, blood flow changes and
cellular proliferation, migration, differentiation and up-regulation of various cell functions as
will be discussed subsequently. Although these and other factors are pieces of the puzzle they
only suggest a beneficial result. Verification needs human wound studies in a clinical setting.
Such human studies are difficult due to the complexity of the wound healing process and by
logistical and practical aspects of clinical wound research. In spite of these difficulties, clinical research with EMFT has progressed with promising findings and an increasing amount of direct and indirect evidence of benefits.

EMFT healing utility has mainly been tested in skin ulcers (arterial, venous, pressure and diabetes). Some data support the concept that EMFT triggers healing of “stalled” ulcers with benefits ranging from those on a single subject with multiple wounds (Bentall, 1986) through a small number of randomized controlled trials (RCT). For example, a meta-analysis showed that EMFT was associated with a 22% weekly healing rate compared with 9% for controls (Gardner et al., 1999). An analysis of 613 patients suggested a favorable EMFT effect (Akai and Hayashi, 2002). But, not all clinical reports meet the rigorous inclusion criteria needed for the high confidence level to validate medical efficacy. Protocols that control and adequately characterize patient, wound and treatment variables are logistically difficult and expensive of both time and money. This issue has been emphasized (Vodovnik and Karba, 1992) and is now recognized.

Animal experiments have also shown positive connections between EMFT and wound healing. But most animal studies use wound models quite different from human “chronic” wounds that are those in which repair is stalled and difficult to manage and the types most likely to benefit from adjunctive EMFT. Contrastingly, many EMFT-related effects on cells, tissues and processes involved in tissue repair have been convincingly shown to occur as will be described.

It may stated that the scientific case for an EMFT connection to soft tissue wound repair is not complete or fully validated. But based on clinical, experimental and cellular observations, a connection between EMFT and wound healing is strongly suggested. In 2002 the accumulated information at that time led the U.S. Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) to approve coverage for electrical stimulation as adjunctive therapy for various ulcers (stage III/IV...
pressure, arterial, venous and diabetic) if the ulcers had not improved after 30 days of standard treatment. In 2003 CMS extended this acceptance to EMFT. More recently some private insurers have adopted a similar policy for electrical stimulation (Aetna, 2014) but their policy clearly indicates that electrical stimulation is "electrical current via electrodes placed directly on the skin in close proximity to the ulcer" whereas they consider "high-frequency pulsed electromagnetic stimulation experimental and investigational". With respect to any potential EMFT-wound healing connection we believe that much remains to be learned about the factors involved, mechanisms of action, specific targets, optimal dosing and patterns and temporal strategies. These aspects need further focused research and exploration. The following sections are written with the hope that they will provide the needed background and framework to aid in this future process.

2. Wound Healing Process Synopsis

2.1 Normal Healing

Normal wound healing has three broad phases: inflammation, proliferation, and remodeling. These occur in a well-ordered functionally overlapping sequence the outcome of which depends upon interactions among many cell types, growth factors such as Fibroblast Growth Factor (FGF) and Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF). Cells involved are vascular such as platelets, macrophages, mast, polymorphonuclear neutrophils (PMN), monocytes, endothelial, and smooth muscle, and dermal cells such as keratinocytes, melanocytes, Langerhans, fibroblasts and myofibroblasts (Yamaguchi and Yoshikawa, 2001). As part of the repair process, cells release and/or interact with many components including structural proteins, growth factors, cytokines, chemokines, adhesion molecules, nitric oxide, trace elements and proteases. Any of
the broad array of cells and interactions could, in theory be a target for adjunctive EMFT. Some of these as possible individual targets for EMFT are discussed in 5.0.

The initial inflammatory process helps limit blood loss (via clotting), promotes antibody and fibrin entry into interstitial spaces (by increased vascular permeability), and delivers needed blood flow via vasodilation. This early hyperemia increases O₂ delivery that supports antibacterial actions of accumulating neutrophils. Activated macrophages are attracted to the wound by chemotactic and/or galvanotactic signals causing them to release substances important for 1) angiogenesis, 2) granulation tissue maintenance and 3) fibroblast and keratinocyte cell proliferation. Angiogenesis involves new wound capillary formation that is stimulated by angiogenic factors released from macrophages in response to low O₂ in the wound (Knighton et al., 1983), and by growth factors from fibroblasts and endothelial cells. Nitric oxide in the wound (Lee et al., 2001) also effects macrophage, fibroblast and keratinocyte functions (Frank et al., 2002). Fibroblasts migrate to the wound and proliferate. Collagen synthesis is triggered by fibroblast-stimulating growth factors released from macrophages, and continues at a rate dependent on the adequacy of blood flow to deliver O₂ and nutrients for protein synthesis. These nutrients include amino acids and interestingly, ferrous iron. Epithelialization of open wounds depends on epithelial cell 1) migration triggered by epidermal growth factor released from macrophages and platelets, and 2) proliferation at the wound site. The epithelialization takes days to months depending on wound related factors such as keratinocyte proliferation, migration, stratification, and differentiation and features of the extracellular matrix (O'Toole, 2001). Wounds close due to active contractile forces of myofibroblasts that are provided with their energy substrates via blood flow. After wound closure healing continues as wound remodeling continues for months to years. During remodeling, wound strength increases via collagen cross-
linking and excess collagen in the wound is eliminated, and many capillaries developed during early wound healing are resorbed.

2.2 Stalled Healing and Non-Healing Wounds

A wound is an added “metabolic organ” and healing depends on the body’s ability to meet the demands of this “temporary organ”. If healing delay exceeds three months then it is often called “chronic”, “stalled”, “recalcitrant” or “non-healing”. Factors impeding healing may be local or systemic. Examples include infection, and inadequate blood flow, O₂ delivery or nutrient availability to support tissue building metabolic processes. Some conditions such as diabetes mellitus (DM) have further implications: Hyperglycemia and impaired insulin signaling directly impair keratinocyte glucose utilization thereby altering proliferation and differentiation (Spravchikov et al., 2001). Inhibiting nitric oxide production reduces fibroblast and keratinocyte healing activities that delay healing (Akçay et al., 2000, Shi et al., 2001). Deficient wound concentrations of platelet activating factor impair healing of venous ulcers (Stacey and Mata, 2000). Given the many potential causes for retarded healing, no “most important” target has been defined. But, since blood supply plays a major role in healing, increases in blood flow and O₂ supply are often stated targets of EMFT and will be further discussed in section 4.2.

Beyond blood flow, evidence (Costin et al., 2012, Pesce et al., 2013) suggests EMFT can alter the wound bed cytokine profile moving it from a chronic pro-inflammatory profile to one that is anti-inflammatory thus “kick-starting” stalled wounds. There is also evidence that PEMFT increases tensile strength of experimental wounds (Strauch et al., 2007). A novel EMFT excitation pattern, based on a possible role of sensory nerves in healing, showed promise in treating a mixed etiology hard-to-heal wounds (Ricci and Afaragan, 2010). The pattern was a PEMF signal (4 ms, 4 Hz) imbedded in stochastic noise. The noise component was used based
on the assumption that it increases sensory nerve function via stochastic resonance (Kruglikov and Dertinger, 1994) and thereby improves healing. More study of this approach is warranted.

3. Methods and Strategies for EMF-related Wound Healing

EMFT may be applied at a wound site or remote to the wound so therapy may be use electric currents and fields in which the wound itself is directly or remotely treated. For ET an electrode may be placed directly in the wound bed or the wound may be in the path of electrode pairs that straddle the wound. Alternately, electro-stimulation may target nerves or tissue regions that functionally connect with, and potentially alter wound site processes, either directly or via reflex effects with EMF or ET. EMF methodologies have been reviewed (Markov, 1995, McCulloch et al., 1995) and discussed in this volume. Since with EMF devices no contact electrodes are needed they can produce effects in cases in which direct contact with skin is not advisable or possible such as when limbs and/or wounds are bandaged or otherwise covered. EMF devices use time varying excitation that may modulate a carrier frequency historically at 27.12 MHz. EMF devices differ with respect to tissue heating effects with only some specifying device power but rarely giving energy delivered to target tissues. Tissue thermal effects can be reduced using low duty cycles in which heating of a single high power short pulse is dissipated during a much longer off-time between adjacent pulses. Pulse widths and shapes vary with some proprietary patterns claimed to be particularly effective with patents awarded for these claims. Wound treatment parameter variants include device power and magnetic field intensity, carrier frequency and pulse width, rate and duty cycle. There are also variants regarding excitation pattern specifics, i.e., whether stimulation is continuous or pulsed, galvanic or frequency modulated, biphasic or monophasic, symmetrical or asymmetrical, sinusoidal or not, and whether high voltage or low voltage stimulation is used (Markov, 1995, Kloth, 2005). This wide range of
excitation parameters makes it difficult to correlate specific treatment parameters with wound healing efficacy. But, PEMFT with its inductive coupling to tissue, may provide a more uniform and predictable EMF signal in target tissues than is achieved with surface contact electrodes (Markov and Pilla, 1995) and tissue dose may be more reliably characterized. Further, the large spectral range of PEMF likely offers more chance for field coupling to produce effects in a wider range of possible (but as yet unspecified) biological processes.

4. Clinical and Related Findings Relevant to Wound Treatment using EMFT

4.1 Venous Leg Ulcers (VU)

Venous leg ulcers, (illustrated in figure 1), are the most common chronic skin ulcer. They have a prevalence of near 1% (Nelzen, 2008), a open wound point prevalence of 0.1%-0.3% that increases with age. VU prevalence appears to be increasing (Lazarus et al., 2014). Venous reflux and venous hypertension due to incompetent venous valves and venous thrombosis are common findings in persons with VU. The genesis of the skin breakdown and ulceration is complex (Tassiopoulos et al., 2000). Its contributory factors include inflammation, up-regulation of intercellular and vascular adhesion molecules (Peschen et al., 1999), protein rich edema and leukocyte trapping (Smith, 2001), O2 and microcirculatory deficits (Gschwandtner and Ehringer, 2001, Valencia et al., 2001) and PMN activation (McDaniel et al., 2013). Microvascular
changes include dilated and tortuous capillaries with some capillary loss and increased capillary permeability with an increased transcapillary fluid efflux with tissue edema and altered microlymphatic function. Compression bandaging is the mainstay of standard treatment (Tang et al., 2012) that also helps normalize capillary numbers and size (Junger et al., 2000) and normalize the abnormally elevated leg blood flow (Mayrovitz and Larsen, 1994a).

In a prior review (Flemming and Cullum, 2001b), three eligible randomize controlled trials (RCT) studies were identified. A more recent review found no new additional eligible RCT studies (Aziz et al., 2013). In this latest review the authors state that “there is no high quality evidence that electromagnetic therapy increases the rate of healing of venous leg ulcers, and further research is needed”. Of the studies reviewed, one (Ieran et al., 1990) compared sham vs. PEMFT (75 Hz, peak field of 2.8 mT) in 37 patients (19 sham) for 90 days. VU were present for 30 months in the actively treated group vs. 23 months in controls. PEMFT was administered over the wound by patients at their homes for 3--4 hours per day. After 90 days, 12 PEMF treated ulcers healed, compared to six in the sham group (p<0.02). Granulation tissue, not present prior to treatment was present in all PEMFT ulcers by day 15, whereas 7 sham group ulcers showed new granulation tissue. The other RCT (Stiller et al., 1992) investigated 27 patients with recalcitrant VU. Patients were treated for 8-weeks at home for 3 hours per day with a wearable portable EMF device that delivered a 22 Gauss bidirectional pulse of 3.5 ms at a 25% duty cycle. All received compression bandaging and daily 3-hour leg elevation. At week 8 the PEMFT group (N=17) had a 47.7% decrease in wound surface area vs. a 42.3% increase for sham (P < 0.0002). The investigators' global evaluations indicated that 50% of VU in the PEMFT group healed or markedly improved, vs. 0% in the sham group.
Other studies suggest benefit of EMFT of various types for VU healing. Twin 100 volt pulses (0.1 ms, 100Hz) used directly on ulcers caused healing rates superior to standard therapy alone (Franek et al., 2000). In a unique study, EMF patterns were adjusted to interact with human monocytes and then used as the sole treatment for VU patients (Canedo-Dorantes et al., 2002). Results, suggested a benefit of this treatment pattern. Improved VU healing of an ET pattern of frequency modulated short pulse sequences has also been reported (Jankovic and Binic, 2008). A recent small study used a wearable EMF device to treat VU (Rawe and Vlahovic, 2012) with reported good results while another wearable device used 40 µA currents that reduced periwound edema (Young et al., 2011) and indicated possible accelerated healing but more study is needed.

4.2 Ischemic Ulcers

A main predisposing condition for ischemic ulcers is advanced peripheral artery disease affecting arteries supplying the leg and foot. This ulcer type (example shown in figure 2) can be painful and difficult to treat. Improving low blood flow is key and therapies for which standard medical approaches have failed would be a most welcomed development. This ulcer type may be an important target of EMFT in the future. Pilot work (Goldman et al., 2002) using high voltage pulses to treat ischemic ulcers in diabetic patients with very poor microcirculation raised periwound O₂ sufficiently to save some legs from amputation. More recently a novel experimental wound model was used to test the efficacy of PEMF treatments in diabetic and

Figure 2. An ischemic ulcer on the small toe that has become necrotic. Ischemic ulcers arise due to inadequate blood flow often due to vascular disease. Their location varies but may be near bony surfaces exposed to external pressure. EMFT might be useful as a way to augment blood flow.
normal mice (Callaghan et al., 2008). They used a trapezoidal pulse (200 s rise time and 24 s fall time) of 4.5 ms duration and 12 Gauss peak. It was applied at 15Hz to full thickness wounds on the mice’s back. Results indicate that this PEMFT reduced healing time from about 24 to 18 days in diabetic mice and from 15 to about 11 days in non-diabetic mice. From other measurements they concluded that improved healing was due to an up-regulation of FGF that via enhanced angiogenesis improved circulation and thereby caused healing acceleration.

Low blood flow impedes ischemic ulcer healing so for EMFT to be effective it must improve flow. Early work investigated flow augmentation to ischemic regions via reflex effects using pulsed radio frequency excitation (PRF-EMF) at 27.12 MHz applied to epigastric regions in healthy persons (Erdman, 1960) and patients with peripheral arterial disease (Hedenius et al., 1966). A remote site instead of the foot or ulcer was used to produce a reflexive flow increase without imposing more metabolic demand on the distant (ischemic) region. Healthy subjects (N=20) showed a dose-dependent increase in foot circulation judged by toe temperature and plethysmography (Erdman, 1960). Patients with intermittent claudication who received 12 PRF-FEMF treatments also had increased toe temperature (>3.0°C) (Hedenius et al., 1966) but elevations were short-lived after 20 minute treatment. Cumulative effects appeared to be sustained judged by increased pain-free walking distance.

More direct blood flow measures used laser-Doppler (Mayrovitz and Larsen, 1994c, b, 1996) that permits skin flow to be measured before, during and after EMFT. PRF-EMF (65 µs, 600 pps, 1 G) was applied 1.5 cm above foot ulcers in diabetic patients. EMFT increased periulcer blood perfusion. Based on observed flow patterns the authors judged the increase to be mainly due to increased number of capillaries with active blood flow. This suggestion was consistent with an EMF-related capillary recruitment process (Mayrovitz and Larsen, 1996) due to
arteriolar vasodilation. Similar microcirculatory flow increases were reported for forearm skin of healthy persons (Mayrovitz and Larsen, 1992) and persons with post-mastectomy lymphedema (Mayrovitz et al., 2002c). Interestingly, no effects of static magnetic fields (500 Gauss) were observed on hands (Mayrovitz et al., 2001) or forearms (Mayrovitz et al., 2002b) or in response to vasoconstricting maneuvers (Mayrovitz et al., 2005) but a slight reduction in finger resting skin blood flow was found (Mayrovitz and Groseclose, 2005).

A prior pilot study suggested that EMFT in the form of high voltage pulses could increase periwound blood flow and increase ulcer healing (Goldman et al., 2004). More recently high voltage pulsed currents delivered via multiple pairs of electrodes on the leg and foot over multiple two-week cycles resulted in an acceleration of healing of arterial and mixed factor ulcers as compared to standard treatments (Magnoni et al., 2013). This method uses a treatment protocol with a pseudorandom modulation of pulse sequence parameters during the course of about a 30 minute treatment interval and is referred to as FREMS. Prior use of this method indicated a potential to increase skin blood flow (Conti et al., 2009) perhaps suggesting at least one mechanism for its reported effectiveness in this study and previously (Jankovic and Binic, 2008). Along similar lines, pulsed EMF (15 Hz, 6 mT) applied to previously ischemic myocardium of mice caused an increase in both VGEF and capillary density with improved infarction size (Yuan et al., 2010) and indications of cardiomyogenesis (2 Hz, 2 ms, 4 nA) in cellular studies (Wen et al., 2013). The concept of a link between various forms of EMFT and blood flow is supported by other studies. For example, epidural spinal cord electrical stimulation (ESES) appears to benefit patients with severe lower extremity ischemia secondary to atherosclerotic disease. This approach, which uses implanted electrodes at the T10--T11 level and an implanted pulse generator increased microscopically measured blood velocity in
capillaries and density of skin capillaries in the foot (Jacobs et al., 1988). In patients with rest pain and ischemic ulcers, this technique resulted in immediate pain reduction, and in most patients was accompanied by microscopically verified increases in capillary blood velocity and density, and a significant increase in post-occlusive microvascular hyperemia (Jacobs et al., 1990). In more than half of these patients, the ulcers subsequently healed. Other studies using ESES have shown similar limb salvage rates and ulcer healing potential (Graber and Lifson, 1987, Mingoli et al., 1993). In patients with and without ulcers, the amount of therapeutic success depends on increased transcutaneous oxygen tension (Claeys, 1997, Kumar et al., 1997, Fromy et al., 2002), which itself depends on an increased blood flow. Further work in assessing various EMFT methods and parameters targeting treatment of arterial and ischemic ulcers is importantly needed.

4.3 Diabetes Mellitus (DM) - Related Ulcers

Persons with DM are more susceptible to skin ulcers due to neuropathy, ischemia and poor glycemic control. A higher likelihood of peripheral arterial disease and microvascular deficits increases chances for ischemia, tissue breakdown, and ulcer formation. DM skin ulcers may be difficult to heal for reasons that include reduced blood flow and wound O2, functional deficits in cells normally involved in healing and infection. It takes much less local pressure to reduce skin blood flow inear bony prominence in persons with DM (Fromy et al., 2002). If sensory neuropathy is present normal pressure/pain signals are reduced or absent causing loss of warning sensations of impending tissue injury. Most of these ulcers are diabetic foot ulcers (DFU) with plantar ulcers (figure 3) a common type. For persons with DM the prevalence of DFU is reported as 4-10% (Singh et al., 2005), an

![Figure 3. Diabetic plantar ulcer in a patient with sensory neuropathy. Though this ulcer appears on the bottom of the foot this type can Occur at other sites that are subject to un-sensed sustained pressure.](image_url)
annual incidence of 2.5%-10.7% (Hunt, 2011) with the most common combination present reported as being neuropathy + minor foot trauma + foot deformity (Reiber et al., 1999) with edema accounting for 37% and ischemia for 35%. Persons with DM have a lifetime 10% -15% chance of getting a DFU (Gonzalez and Oley, 2000) with about half having vascular complications resulting in 0.5-0.8% of them receiving amputations (Muller et al., 2002).

Treatment includes foot offloading and standard wound care (Crawford and Fields-Varnado, 2013) with a variety of supplementary and adjunctive measures being reported as potentially efficacious (Brimson and Nigam, 2013, Holmes et al., 2013, Hamed et al., 2014, Houreld, 2014).

Regarding the utility of EMFT, an earlier study (Peters et al., 2001) used pulsed-galvanic electric stimulation (50 volts, 100 µs), delivered through conductive stockings for 8 hours every night to treat 40 diabetic foot ulcers. The EMFT was given for 12 weeks to half the patients with all patients receiving standard wound care and foot offloading in this randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled pilot study. Seventy one percent of protocol compliant patients receiving EMFT healed compared with 29% in the sham treatment group (p=.038). The authors concluded that EMFT improved wound healing. A different EMFT approach was used to treat ulcers of a group of 80 diabetic patients. Daily treatment used a biphasic stimulation pattern with either asymmetric or symmetric square-wave pulses at amplitudes to activate intact peripheral nerves in skin. Controls consisted of groups that received either very low levels of stimulation current, or no electrical stimulation. EMFT healing rates (ulcer perimeter changes) were significantly greater than controls only if asymmetric treatment was used (Baker et al., 1997). Further, a group of 64 diabetic patients with chronic ulcers, half of whom were treated with electrical nerve stimulation (80Hz, 1 ms) sufficient to induce paresthesia were reported to have significantly reduced ulcer area and more healed ulcers after 12 weeks of twice daily 20 minute treatments
(Lundeberg et al., 1992). More recently, in two interesting case studies extremely recalcitrant ulcers were reported to be healed only after the introduction of 27.12 MHz pulsed EMFT (Larsen and Overstreet, 2008) and more recent case studies reported potential efficacy of micro-current type EMFT (Lee et al., 2009, Ramadhinara and Poulas, 2013). The utility of PEMFT to heal wounds in diabetic mice with low level currents has already been described (Callaghan et al., 2008) in section 4.2. Despite the various reports citing positive outcomes of EMFT, it is felt by some that there is insufficient high level evidence of efficacy as put forward in recent reviews (Game et al., 2012, Gottrup and Apelqvist, 2012). In some ways, plantar ulcers in persons with leprosy resemble diabetic ulcers. In a pilot, randomized, double-blind, controlled clinical trial (Sarma et al., 1997), 40 leprosy patients with plantar ulcers received standard treatment and half of them also received pulsed sinusoidal magnetic fields (0.95 to 1.05 Hz, 2400 nT) for four weeks. Outcome measures changes in ulcer volume at treatment end. Control group ulcer volume of 2843 mm$^3$ was reduced to 1478 mm$^3$ at the end of treatment corresponding values in the EMFT group were 2428 mm$^3$ and 337 mm$^3$. These data indicate that the EMFT caused significantly more rapid healing in these leprosy patients.

4.4 Pressure Ulcers (PU)

Pressure (decubitus) ulcers result from sustained or inadequately relieved pressure, often on bony prominences including heel, trochantor and sacral regions (figure 4). The clinical stages of pressure ulceration range from non-blanching erythema (Stage I) through full-thickness skin loss with extensive destruction and tissue necrosis involving muscle or bone (stage IV). These PU are an important clinical, humanitarian
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Figure 4. Large pressure ulcer located on the buttocks. Tracing outlines its perimeter and measured area is 61.6 cm$^2$. Pressure ulcers are often the result of blood flow deficits and tissue injury due to unrelied pressure in the region of bony prominences.
and economic problem with a prevalence ranging from about 5%-50% depending on the type of care facility (Gottrup et al., 2013, Gunningberg et al., 2013, Aygor et al., 2014) and patient features that include such factors as age, nutritional status, mobility (Byers et al., 2000), co-existing morbidities (Amir et al., 2013, Moore et al., 2013, Scheel-Sailer et al., 2013) and general aspects of patient fragility and possibly ethnicity (Harms et al., 2014). Often a final common pathway is associated with blood flow changes within pressure-loaded tissue (Mayrovitz et al., 1997, Mayrovitz, 1998b, Mayrovitz and Smith, 1998, Mayrovitz et al., 1999, Mayrovitz and Smith, 1999, Mayrovitz and Sims, 2001, Mayrovitz et al., 2002d). These concepts may have clinical utility in persons with spinal cord injuries (Jan et al., 2013, Smit et al., 2013, Sonenblum et al., 2014). Some experimental evidence suggests that both ischemia and ischemia-reperfusion injuries are involved (Peirce et al., 2000).

Based on available RCT at the time (Sheffet et al., 2000, Flemming and Cullum, 2001a) EMFT for PU was judged to be insufficiently verified. In 2003 the CMS concluded that EMFT was an acceptable treatment modality for stage III and IV PU if healing had not progressed after 30 days of standard treatment. More recently (Smith et al., 2013) concluded that electrical stimulation was one of several adjunctive therapies that might have benefit. Some earlier studies, although not confirmatory do provide interesting and suggestive findings of potential benefits of EMFT for PU. One small study (Comorosan et al., 1993) used PRF-EMFT (27.12 MHz) on patients with long-standing PU and found significant improvement over standard treatment alone. Another study (Salzberg et al., 1995) was a randomized and double-blind and used PRF-EMFT or sham to treat a 30 spinal cord injured patients who had either stage II or III PU. Ulcers were treated for 30 minutes, twice daily, for 12 weeks, or until healed. The authors indicate that, after controlling for the baseline status of the PU, PRF-EMFT was independently
associated with a shorter median time to full healing. Use of the same PRF-EMFT method to treat patients with stage II or III long-standing PU also resulted in improved healing (Itoh et al., 1991). Similar positive results of pulsed current (300--600 µA) were reported in a double-blind placebo controlled study of long-standing stage II and III PU in which healing rates were improved with pulsed low current treatment (Wood et al., 1993). Pulsed stimulation (200 volts, 100 pps) used to treat PU in spinal cord injured patients was reported to achieve a greater reduction in ulcer area as compared to a placebo group after 20 days of treatment (Griffin et al., 1991) and treatment of 150 persons with spinal cord injury using a pulsed biphasic stimulation (0.25 msec, 40 Hz, 15--25 mA) resulted in significantly faster healing (Stefanovska et al., 1993). Based on available clinical data, it appears to this author that there is a reasonable but not conclusive case for a beneficial effect of EMFT for treating pressure ulcers. Additional studies of the role of EMFT in PU treatment and its possible prevention appears warranted.

5. Possible Cellular Targets and Mechanisms

Mechanisms by which applied EMF alter cell properties and biological processes to cause improved wound healing are unknown. Theories describing how EMF interactions might occur at cellular and subcellular levels are discussed elsewhere in this volume. Whatever the specific mechanisms turn out to be in relation to wound healing, it is this author’s opinion that clinical efficacy depends on determining the proper therapeutic parameters and timing to optimally modulate cell features and their interacting processes in the context of the wound healing cascade. Specific targets for any of the postulated mechanisms could theoretically be any cell or function involved in the wound healing process. A prior review (Mayrovitz, 2004) has described some of the potential targets for EMFT in relation to wound healing. These include endothelial
cells, fibroblasts, leukocytes, macrophages, and keratinocytes. The following summarizes key aspects of these and includes progress achieved since that prior review.

5.1 Endothelial Cells (EC)

A link between EMFT and EC possibly connected to wound healing is suggested by EC proliferation (Delle Monache et al., 2008) induced by low frequency stimulation (1 mT, 50 Hz) although its specific role in granulation tissue angiogenesis is unknown. Interestingly a low intensity static magnetic field (120 µT) also increased EC proliferation (Martino et al., 2010). The involvement of a free radical mechanism was suggested (Martino, 2011). In vitro EC proliferation was described some years ago (Yen-Patton et al., 1988). Because endothelial cells are intimately involved in the angiogenic process the migration of endothelial progenitor cells in an electric field was carefully studied (Zhao et al., 2012). Results indicated these cells move in the field’s direction in association with VGEF signaling (Bai et al., 2011). This suggests a new way in which various EMFT signals may play a role. Because many effects of VGEF on EC depend on Ca^{++} signaling (Cheng et al., 2006) this may turn out to be another example of an EMF-Ca^{++} connection.

5.2 Keratinocytes

Wound healing needs epithelial cell proliferation, migration and differentiation to re-epithelialize. Keratinocyte migration occurs during the proliferative phase and is guided by galvanotaxis whereby keratinocytes migrate to the wound and then differentiate. Reduced keratinocyte proliferation or migration can lead to impaired healing. Impaired migration may occur due to deficient lateral field gradients associated with the injury current previously described. The superimposed field strength of applied EMFT theoretically needed to overcome any such a deficit would depend on multiple intrinsic factors. Recent work indicates that
keratinocyte galvanotaxis direction and speed in the presence of combined alternating and direct electric fields depend on excitation frequency (Hart et al., 2013). Other patterns of applied EMF also indicate acceleration of keratinocyte migration in vitro (Huo et al., 2010). In addition to migration aspects, keratinocytes released nitric oxide (NO), importantly involved in the wound healing process, is increased by keratinocyte exposure to EMFT (Patruno et al., 2010), pro-inflammatory chemokines are reduced (Vianale et al., 2008) and differentiation is enhanced (Arai et al., 2013) suggesting that each of these aspects may serve as targets in the EMFT-wound healing connection. In addition, there is now evidence for a Ca++ connection as suggested by a DC electric field induced increase in Ca++ influx into undifferentiated keratinocytes (Dube et al., 2012).

5.3 Fibroblasts

Possible mechanisms whereby EMFT connects with fibroblasts in healing derive from interactions observed when fibroblasts are exposed to EMF of various types. An early suggestion was that fibroblast EMF exposure induces membrane currents that open voltage-controlled Ca++ channels (Biedebach, 1989) that cause changes in cell migration and proliferation. The impact of EMFT on Ca++ processes has been much studied. Sinusoidal EMF exposure (20 Hz, 8 mT) of human skin fibroblasts changed cellular Ca++ oscillation activity in a way that depended on the cell’s differentiation state (Loschinger et al., 1999). Such changes in proliferation and differentiation could be triggered by transient increases in cAMP-dependent protein kinase activity (Thumm et al., 1999). Indeed, prior work showed that fibroblasts exposed to PRF-EMF (27.12 MHz) caused enhanced cell proliferation (George et al., 2002, Gilbert et al., 2002). Further, EMF stimulation (10-100 Hz, 0-130 μA/cm²) of dermal fibroblasts in a collagen matrix showed an amplitude and frequency windowing process in cell proliferation in which an
ion-interference mechanism was involved (Binhi and Goldman, 2000). The proposed ion-interference mechanism considers effects of induced electric gradients on protein-bound substrate ions. Other evidence of a Ca\(^{++}\) connection comes from studies in which fibroblasts exposed to 2 V/cm fields at 1 and 10 Hz (but not 100 Hz) caused a six-fold increase in internal Ca\(^{++}\) (Cho et al., 2002) likely due to more Ca\(^{++}\) influx via voltage-gated Ca\(^{++}\) channels. Such channel-gating processes can be started by membrane depolarization that could be due to forced vibration of free ions on either side of the membrane that causes membrane potential changes sufficient to open the voltage-gated channels (Panagopoulos et al., 2000). More recently (Sunkari et al., 2011) in vitro migration and proliferation were enhanced when fibroblasts were exposed to a low intensity 1 GHz EMF. In addition the release of fibroblast pro-inflammatory cytokines was reduced when exposed to pulsed EMF (Gomez-Ochoa et al., 2011). Increased migration and growth was also demonstrated when fibroblasts were exposed to fields ranging from 50 to 200 mv/mm in vitro (Rouabhia et al., 2013) with the possibility that low intensity fields enhance fibroblast migration via a reactive O\(_2\) species pathway (Tandon et al., 2014).

EMF - Ca\(^{++}\) connections in healing are ubiquitous and in this author’s view are important research targets. A theoretical framework for a connection between imposed fields and Ca\(^{++}\) channel dynamics has recently been proposed (Sun et al., 2013). But, it must be remembered that although Ca\(^{++}\) entry into fibroblasts is associated with fibroblast stimulation (Huang et al., 1999), Ca\(^{++}\) also affects blood vessels and blood flow causing decreased flow if vascular smooth muscle is so exposed. To be effective in a wound healing sense the timing of the application of EMFT triggered Ca\(^{++}\) stimulations within the wound healing cycle should be considered. For now, little is known regarding optimal timing.

5.4 Leukocytes and Macrophage Involvement
Leukocyte involvement in wound healing occurs mainly when they are activated during the inflammatory phase. Activation occurs with a respiratory burst, a release of cytokines and O₂ radicals, and up-regulation of cell surface receptors that cause increased leukocyte-endothelial adhesion. This adhesion was demonstrated to increase in vivo when exposed to sinusoidal magnetic fields (50 Hz) greater than about 30 mT (Ushiyama and Ohkubo, 2004). An additional factor that may be involved in this process is myeloperoxidase (MPO) that is positively charged and is subject to the effects of external fields. MPO plays a role in polymorphonuclear neutrophils (PMN) recruitment (Klinke et al., 2011) that in the case of wounds normally move toward the wound via galvanotaxis (Rapp et al., 1988) where they are needed for their antibacterial actions. But, their continued entry and presence may cause reduced local blood flow due to capillary plugging, abnormal vasoconstriction, and tissue damage associated with PMN continued enzyme release. Evidence of such impaired healing comes from studies on diabetic mice with a prolonged inflammatory phase and retarded wound healing (Wetzler et al., 2000). The prolonged inflammatory phase appeared to be due to expression of inflammatory and leukocyte-chemo-attractive proteins released by keratinocytes that caused activated neutrophils and macrophages to be sustained within the wound. If the inflammatory phase is abnormally prolonged EMFT effects on activated PMN could affect wound healing via modulations of cellular free Ca^{++} oscillations and membrane potentials that accompany PMN release of reactive O₂ metabolites. The intensity of these normal oscillations (0.05-0.1 Hz) could be increased if 20 ms pulses were delivered at the trough of these oscillations (Kindzelskii and Petty, 2000). Additionally, O₂ metabolites could be increased or decrease depending on the phase between applied field and the Ca^{++} oscillations. It is noteworthy that electrical stimulation enhanced PMN, monocyte and macrophage migration in enhanced healing (Kloth and McCulloch, 1996).
6. Blood Flow and Edema as EMF-Related Wound Healing Processes and Targets

6.1 Blood Flow

As previously described, blood flow to and within the wound are important targets in EMFT-related wound healing especially in ischemic and diabetic wounds. EMF-related blood flow changes may be induced directly via EMF effects on vascular smooth muscle, endothelial cells or blood and indirectly via neural activation, as with transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation (Kaada and Emru, 1988). Skin vessels are innervated by sensory, sympathetic and parasympathetic fibers (Ruocco et al., 2002) and are each suitable EMF targets. Factors tending to reduce flow within the wound, such as trapped leukocytes, are also valid targets. Although blood flow deficits are involved in ischemic and in some diabetic ulcers, it is not necessarily true that more flow causes faster healing or that more tissue oxygenation is always best for the natural healing process. Effects of blood flow on healing on the timing of increases or decreases: If flow is initially too high it may affect an angiogenesis trigger (low O₂) and if too high it can increase edema. Alternatively, if flow is too low it won’t support wound metabolism and may cause sustained inflammation that inhibits healing. The need to reverse polarity of some EMFT forms to cause healing may reflect a need for different flow needs (Brown et al., 1989).

Blood flow in venous ulcers illustrates the above points. Often total leg flow is increased (Mayrovitz and Larsen, 1994a) as is periulcer skin microvascular flow (Mayrovitz and Larsen, 1994b, Malanin et al., 1999). But, abnormally dilated arterioles are observed (Junger et al., 1996) and a maldistribution of flow between nutritive and non-nutritive pathways is present (Junger et al., 2000), possibly due to activated leukocytes plugging capillaries. If leukocytes are involved,
then an EMF-related reduction in neutrophil activation and adherence might be beneficial in three ways: 1) reducing local ischemia in areas served by obstructed capillaries, 2) normalizing effects of enzymes and free radicals released by activated leukocytes, and 3) reducing edema caused by their activation. Further, in patients with venous ulcers, arteriolar vasoconstriction normally induced by standing is blunted (Belcaro et al., 1995) and likely contributes to microvascular hyper-perfusion that exacerbates hypertension in capillaries and venules thereby causing more tissue edema. Thus a portrait emerges suggesting a plausible basis for delayed healing that includes an overall hyper-perfusion with simultaneously reduced wound blood flow and localized tissue edema. This scenario suggests that an EMF-related selective vasoconstriction of non-nutrient circulation may be of benefit. Alternatively, an EMF-related increase in local nutritional wound blood flow, if it overcomes the relative ischemia without causing substantial edema, might favor wound healing. Normally, edema is controlled via compression bandaging, which, among other aspects, might redistribute microcirculation and thereby to normalize a deficient nutritional capillary network. EMFT therapy for venous ulcers should always be used in conjunction with compression bandaging.

It is noteworthy that patients with chronic venous insufficiency, a frequent forerunner of venous ulcers, have increased vasomotion frequency (Chittenden et al., 1992) causing spontaneous blood flow changes in the frequency range between 0.05 to 0.5 Hz (Mayrovitz, 1998a). This suggests that EMF-related effects on vasomotion (Xu et al., 1998) may impact wound flow and healing. Such EMF effects may work via effects on intracellular Ca^{++} oscillations and other Ca^{++} signaling processes. Although not specifically studied in vascular smooth muscle cells, an EMF-related (50 Hz) reduction in total spectral power content of cytosolic Ca^{++} oscillations and specific changes in the low-frequency band (0--10^{-3} Hz), have
been demonstrated in human leukemia cells (Galvanovskis et al., 1996). An argument for the role of spectral power changes as a mode of cellular encoding has been made (Galvanovskis and J., 1998) although both amplitude and frequency may be involved. Such processes could be involved in EMF-related effects on arteriolar vasomotion and associate blood flow changes. Based on the above and other considerations, it is the author's view that effectiveness of EMFT for altering blood flow to stimulate healing may be optimized by linking field/current parameters to rhythms of healing process via feedback that detects and accommodates naturally occurring physiological and vascular dynamics.

6.2 Edema

Interstitial fluid accumulation as edema or as a protein rich lymphedema retards wound healing by decreasing blood flow, reducing $O_2$ diffusion to tissue (Hunt et al., 2000), and acting as a breeding ground for infection (Hunt et al., 1986). Initially, edema is due to capillary permeability changes in the inflammatory phase with damage or dysfunction of terminal lymphatics also probably involved. Edema presence is obvious under some conditions sometimes its presence is "silent," as microedema in the wound environment and its effects on healing are often not considered. Further, the physical features of sustained edema may change over time due to a progressive increase in protein concentration and fibrin cross-linking. These changes further impact healing. Because of the well established ability of EMFT to reduce gross edema, a question arises as to if EMF-related effects that may reduce microedema, either directly or by its effects on lymphatic pathways, plays a role in possible favorable effects of EMFT on wound healing. PRF-EMF may affect lymphatic channels as they do blood vessels (Mayrovitz et al., 2002a). An impact of lymphatics is further suggested by the observation that lymphatic vessels near some ulcers are reduced in number and have partially destroyed endothelium.
(Eliska and Eliskova, 2001) and there potential role in angiogenesis to support granulation tissue
(Paavonen et al., 2000). Earlier results (Mayrovitz et al., 2002a) with PRF-EMFT (27.1 MHz)
reduced edema in patients with postmastectomy lymphedema. Since in these patients the main
deficit is reduced lymphatic pathways, reduced edema with EMFT may be achieved by the
development of alternate lymphatic pathways. This suggests the possibility that a promising
target for EMFT might be lymphatic vessels within and surrounding the wound area. New
methods are now available to assess local tissue edema at almost any body site in a non-invasive
manner (Mayrovitz, 2007, Mayrovitz et al., 2013a, Mayrovitz et al., 2013b) and should aid in
new research efforts to assess the possible connections between EMFT and wound related edema
changes.

7. Conclusions

The cumulative substantial evidence from cellular and animal experiments and from human
studies indicate positive connections between forms of electromagnetic therapy and wound
healing. The composite findings provide a useful framework and underlying basis for EMF
therapy when used in a thoughtful and selective manner to treat certain chronic or recalcitrant
wounds. But, mechanisms are at best speculative with large gaps in our understanding of specific
cellular and functional targets, therapeutic dose and regimens to achieve optimal treatment of
specific wound types.

The complexity of the wound healing process and the differential features of specific wound
types, require a selective approach to choose EMF therapy parameters, timing and targets. This
means that therapeutic EMF approaches should be based on physical and physiological
considerations, which then are judged on therapeutic outcomes. The EMFT-wound connections
described in this may provide a basis for continued advances in this still evolving adjunctive therapeutic modality.
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